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Dear Doc. RNDr. Anton Markoš, CSc., v.r., 

Review of  Thesis:  
Relationship Between Male Facial Morphology and Assessments of  Fighting Ability - Vít 

Třebický 

This thesis presents a considerable amount of  excellent, original, empirical research and is 
clearly of  a sufficient standard for the award of  a PhD title. 

With regard to an overall evaluation of  the thesis the stated aim of  this thesis was “to test 
whether morphological features in men’s faces may serve as potential reliable cues to actual 
formidability and whether our visual perception is sensitive towards such cues.” The 
empirical evidence presented is clearly an excellent original contribution to the literature 
pursuing these aims. 

With the PLOSOne paper there is clear advancement of  the methodology in the area of  face 
perception with regard to photography. The selection of  other published papers also show an 
extended area of  interest and competence that is broad and deep. This has all be written up 
for publication in a professional manner. 

Turning to the general introduction and conclusion I would make some specific comments 
and questions. The content overall here is generally very good but there is a lack of  flow. A 
clearer roadmap outlining the argument might have been beneficial, this might also have 
helped the author with clarity in theory as well. 

HISTORICAL RECORDS OF PHYSICAL VIOLENCE 
Considerable evidence is discussed for the historical and pre-historical high frequency of  
male-male physical aggression but then at a couple of  points it is claimed that “The risk of  
fatal injury…is relatively low” and later that there is “insignificant risk of  lethal injury”. This 
does not seem to be the case, and sparse evidence is presented to support this. The evidence 



discussed would appear overall to support the opposite. This is important for the overall 
evolutionary theorising on this topic. 

It would seem clear that if  there is no significant risk of  death to male-male contest then the 
purchase for any evolutionary selection is shifted away from intra-sexual selection toward 
inter-sexual selection. If  this is the proposed argument I would then expect the focus of  the 
research to be squarely upon the relationship between fight winning and mating and given the 
assumption that we have lived in multi-male/multi-female communities in our pre-history 
therefore upon 1. how attractive fight winners are perceived by women and 2. how winners 
exclude losers from mating opportunities. There is discussion of  1 but very little on 2. I am 
very sure that the author is clearer on these topics than the manuscript suggests and would be 
very interested to hear this response. 

This leads on to thinking about the overarching theory. As I say, if  the focus is not on loser 
death as the sexual selection mechanism it has to be on something else such as winner 
differential status or attractiveness. This leads to thinking about coalition and war, but the 
manuscript explicitly excludes this to focus on interpersonal violence. Contrary to my prima 
facie interpretation of  the comments quoted above, it does seem that the argument implicitly 
assumes that in our evolutionary history male-male competition has influenced our features 
through loser death, is this the intention of  the author? This certainly would fit with my 
2012b paper. Alternatively, mechanisms of  male coalition, or male status, or the details of  
submission in a fight might reintroduce intra-sexual selection as a mechanism. I would be 
very interested in inviting the author to explore these and give the opportunity for a discussion 
equally excellent to other portions of  the thesis. 

DIFFERENCES IN USE OF AGGRESSION 
I would note that with regard to sex differences the role of  learning and development might 
have been further explored. While clear evidence is given that sex differences are driven by 
biological sex it is also clear (as mentioned in the manuscript) that social roles could explain 
some of  the individual differences discussed elsewhere such as between socio-economic classes 
and other cultural role differences in the expression of  aggression.  

It is also not the case that women experience anger less frequently than men, an alternative 
explanation for sex differences in physical aggression has been offered by Anne Campbell to 
suggest that women are equally competitive with regard to reproductive resources and that it 
isn’t only reproductive variance that explains the sex difference but rather that it is the greater 
potential physical (and therefore reproductive) risk and costs faced by women that prevent 
them from expressing their anger physically. The evidence that I am aware of  is that it is a 
willingness to engage in physical aggression where there is the greatest sex difference, not in 
either anger nor motivation to control reproductive resources. I would seek comment on this 
from the author. 

EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVES ON CONFLICT RESOLUTION 
The introduction of  recalibration theory is good here in discussing the expression of  anger. 

SEXUAL SELECTION AND ADAPTATION FOR INTRA-SEXUAL COMPETITION 
As per my previous comments without a clear mechanism for how losing males are excluded 
in other ways the attractiveness of  a winner’s physique is clearly the best contender for 
selection here. This section provides evidence for this and little for how intra-sexual selection 



might operate. Importantly in this aspect of  theory though, it is unnecessary for men with 
such physiques to actually win fights in order to be attractive and therefore this is problematic 
for the overall thesis. 

The physiological evidence for differences between the sexes presented is good. The 
discussion of  human adaptations for fighting is interesting as well. The conclusion that this 
provides evidence for intra-sexual competition might be more directly expressed. 

PERCEPTION OF FORMIDABILITY 
Where this thesis comes back to discussion of  proximate mechanisms it is excellent and I 
would not offer any criticisms in this section. It is well-researched and excellently reasoned. 

FACIAL MORPHOLOGY RELATED TO PERCEIVED FORMIDABILITY 
Again, an excellent discussion although the Halo effect is not as restricted as described, nor is 
it clearly related to stereotype. 

THE FACIAL WIDTH TO HEIGHT RATIO 
Excellent discussion and report of  empirical work in this field. 

INFLUENCE OF THIRD VARIABLES ON RESULTS OF RELATIVE FACIAL WIDTH STUDIES 
An excellent methodological piece on camera focal length reported. 

MULTILEVEL APPROACH TO ASSESSMENTS OF FORMIDABILITY & CONCLUSION 
Overall the attention to detail of  empirical evidence and the papers associated with testing 
relationships is excellent. The manuscript is very strong with regard to theory of  proximate 
mechanisms but weaker with regard to theory of  ultimate evolutionary mechanisms and also 
how the empirical results integrate with social and developmental evidence. Given the high 
quality of  the thesis overall I am very interested in the student’s response to my overall query 
as to how their evidence relates to theories of  intra-sexual selection and the predictions and 
how winning/losing might have lead to differential reproduction. 

In the above I might seem critical of  the use of  theory with regard to ultimate mechanisms of  
selection for male physical aggression; I would stress, however, that with regard to proximate 
mechanisms and theory, and particularly with regard to the production of  empirical research 
and evidence for the various contentions throughout, this is an excellently researched, 
excellently interpreted, and excellently presented thesis. 

Finally, and with regard to the thesis defence I would suggest that my opinion is clearly that 
this is excellent empirical work, that I would be keen to hear more detail of  the background 
of  this fascinating work, but that I would also like to hear more clearly how it fits within 
theories of  intra-sexual selection at the biological end of  human studies and also, less 
pressingly, how developmental and social learning theory relates to the conclusions as well. 

Sincerely yours, 

Michael Stirrat


